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Abstract

In this poster, we present a knowledge-driven content-based information mining system for data fusion in Big Data. The tool combines, at pixel level, the unsupervised clustering results of different number of features, extracted from different image types, with a user given semantic concepts in order to calculate the posterior probability that allows the final search. The system is able to learn different semantic labels based on Bayesian networks and retrieve the related images with only a few user interactions, greatly optimizing the computational costs and over performing existing similar systems in various orders of magnitude.

System Overview

The system is composed by interconnected independent modules. The system Modules and their connections are shown. The initial step of the offline part can take hours but it can be viewed as real time considering the context of the input stream of the EO products and their generation. The system gets the EO product to be analyzed from the database. In the next step different types of features can be extracted at pixel level. These features are clustered automatically using k-means unsupervised clustering. The clustering results are used for the calculation of a probability density function (PDF) vector for every feature. The PDF is generated using the histogram of the clustering classes occurrence inside the image. This PDF is used as image identification signature following Bag of Words (BoW) [1] principles. At the end of the offline processes the calculated BoW signatures are stored in a database.

In the online part of the system the user interaction enters in scene. This part is real time from the point of view of the user. She/He expects a relatively fast response of the System to her/his actions. The user can introduce positive and negative examples about the specific semantic he/she is looking for and do a search by similarity matrix or probability of the label in the archive.

System Architecture

Active Learning

The Active Learning is performed using Bayesian networks. The learning uses the posterior probabilities expressed as,

\[ p(L|D) = \frac{\sum p(L|\omega_i) \cdot p(\omega_i|D)}{p(D)} \]

And applying Bayes’ formula as,

\[ p(L|D) = \frac{p(L) \cdot \sum p(\omega_i|L) \cdot p(\omega_i|D)}{p(D)} \]

Being p(\omega_i) the prior probability of the semantic label L, p(\omega_i|D) the probability of the classes in the data, p(\omega_i|L) the probability of the classes in the label, which can be expressed as the PDF of the classes updated with the user positive and negative examples. Finally p(\omega_i) the prior of signal classes \omega_i as,

\[ p(\omega_i) = \sum p(\omega_i|L) \cdot p(L) \]

Typically the use of only one feature is not enough to correctly characterize the user semantic L. For this reason the fusion or merging of different features is needed. For linking different features in statistics the assumption of full statistical independence must be taken into account. In [2], the full statistical assumption was made over the features resulting in,

\[ p(L|D) = \sum_\omega p(L|\omega_i) \cdot p(\omega_i|D) = \sum_\omega p(L|\omega_i) \cdot p(\omega_i|D) \cdot \ldots \]

In [3], the presented algorithm introduces a new statistical assumption, where the statistical independence is enhanced to include the posterior probability. This extension simplifies the calculation complexity of the posterior probabilities from polynomial to linear, deriving in a calculation speed improvement up to four orders of magnitude for the 4 model fusion case.

\[ p(L|D) = \sum_\omega p(L|\omega_i) \cdot p(\omega_i|D) \cdot \sum_\omega p(L|\omega_i) \cdot p(\omega_i|D) \cdot \ldots \]

Experiments and results

For validating the system we have chosen Munich city EO optical images from WorldView-2 and SAR images from TerraSAR-X both with 1.25 meter resolution. The size of the image is 200x200 pixel, and the total number of images is 500. The parameters used are on the one hand spectral parameters, like multispectral features or Intensity values; and on the other hand texture features, like Weber’s Law Descriptor (WLD) [4].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Independence</th>
<th>Posterior Probability</th>
<th>Vector Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Model</td>
<td>0.62s</td>
<td>0.045s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Model</td>
<td>6.30s</td>
<td>0.15s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Model</td>
<td>23.54s</td>
<td>43.5s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

System query performance time for different statistical assumptions, query ranking types and model number. First row is used as threshold and corresponds to an emulation of the original KIM implementation. The difference among the performance in the case of four models using the new statistical assumption is four orders of magnitude better.

Conclusions

\[ \text{We have presented a new implementation of a KIM system.} \]
\[ \text{We have introduced new search methods and theoretical probabilistic assumptions which outperform in speed the original ones.} \]
\[ \text{The proposed probabilistic search based on the vector distance between posterior probability vector and images BoW in the databases performs better in weakly defined labels.} \]
\[ \text{Also we demonstrated a great speed up of the original KIM system with the introduction of posterior probability statistical independence assumption, which after initial tests does not seem to introduce biases in the learning processes.} \]
\[ \text{As future work, a more intensive evaluation of the obtained results are planned introducing more features for the user-specific semantic definition.} \]
\[ \text{In long term the introduction and fusion of data features from other type of images (Optical, Multispectral, Multitemporal, GS) is planned.} \]
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